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DOWN SYNDROME BOY’S DREAM TO BE IN A MUSIC VIDEO COMES
TRUE WITH THE HELP OF HIS FAVORITE BAND
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
–Ryan was born with Down Syndrome, adopted at three weeks old, and is a
Leukemia survivor. He has been through so much as a young boy, yet he continues to
pursue his dreams. "So often Ryan will grab his guitar and just walk right out the door. I
will ask him where he's going and he will tell me 'I'm going to Hollywood to make a
music video!' His dream is to be a rock star in Hollywood and star in a music video",
Kim, Ryan’s mom says. Ryan has been the biggest fan of Dare To Be Dreamers since the
beginning, when the band was known as Go Project. In fact, the only concerts he has ever
been to are concerts with the band. It felt right that Ryan would become the poster child
for Dare To Be Dreamers.

Prescott, AZ

The band called up Ryan's family and brought Ryan and the whole family to San Diego
to be part of their first music video shoot. Legoland California sponsored Ryan, his
family, and the band with free tickets to the park while they were here. GLC San Diego, a
local church in Mira Mesa, took care of the family with free housing and food. Fireworks
America donated free pyro for the shoot so Ryan could launch his own fireworks for the
finale. And he is featured on the cover of the Dare To Be Dreamer’s brand new album.
He was beyond excited and his dream did indeed come true.
But the story doesn’t stop here. So many people have helped Ryan achieve his dreams,
so now he is on a mission to help others see their dreams come true. Ryan says, “I want
to bring hope to people.” Starting with Raylea, a little girl in Texas who can't afford a life
changing surgery.
Raylea was born with Citrullinemia, a rare disorder affecting the Urea Cycle. She is in
the process of medical treatment and constant hospital visits. Ryan and Dare To Be
Dreamers, hope to raise funds so that she can have the surgery that could change her life.
This is just the beginning to this amazing journey to make dreams come true. Join us.
Ryan’s Music Video: http://daretobedreamers.com/the-movie
Link to the story: http://daretobedreamers.com/ryan-s-page
Raylea’s Story: https://www.facebook.com/Rayleaann
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